
IMUK 2012 
 
A bit of background: my Triathlon interest started with the Deeside Triathlon - the oldest tri in 
Scotland going from Braemar to Aberdeen with a kayak option for the final 15 miles down the Dee. It 
was the kayak initially - I was persuaded to enter this as the kayaker on a team with Fi before we were 
married. Must have been sometime in the mid 1990’s. I subsequently entered some of the short 
Thursday evening Fleetfeet summer series races, and also did the Deeside Triathlon myself from 
2001-2004. Years passed, children came, exercise declined along with fitness, and I got fatter, peaking 
at just under 15 stone. Running wasn’t much fun then, and the last time I did Deeside in that era I 
really suffered in the run and then watched the boat in front of me disappear down the river. Hurt 
myself for two and a half hours on that paddle and took months to recover. My interest in Triathlon 
waned. 
 
Roll on a few years and Fi was getting more and more enthusiastic about Triathlons, training with the 
Three Peakers, and encouraging me to shift my then very lardy arse into gear. I entered the Inverness 
10k in 2008 and started doing some jogging, which seemed like a lot of hard work. Better to go out on 
my bike a bit, much more fun. I was also swimming fairly regularly, and after paddling kayak safety for 
the Fleet-feet Aboyne half-ironman the idea crept in that open-water swimming might be more fun 
than laps in a pool. To justify the investment in a budget Orca wetsuit I signed up for Knockburn 
Standard in May 2009. Knockburn was a bit intimidating first time and took me 3 hours but my 
interest in tri was renewed, and I’ve enjoyed Knockburn, Deeside, and a few other standard races 
since. 
 
Fi bought me some rollers for Christmas a couple of years ago, and motivated by some fitness gained 
winter bike training inside I began to think about a new bike. While I have always liked quick handling 
road geometry the compromise with aero bars is always there … a proper tri bike would be the thing. 
I’d been looking at well regarded carbon frames from Dalkia available at £499 and building a bike up 
on a budget. February 2011 however and Wiggle were selling 2010 Felt B2s at less than half price. 
Less than half price was way less than I would have had to spend on wheels and an average groupo 
for the Dalkia let alone the frame, and the B2 was the bike I actually wanted. The 2010 B2 was red 
too, and all my bikes are red. Four left in stock my size. Next day three left. An hour later only two 
left. Did I really want the bike? Better start to think about entering an IM to justify it. Which one 
though? Iain Pryde had done IMUK in 2010 and Iain and Susan were signed up again for 2012. I was 
also inspired by Nicola Smith’s TPT write up from 2010. The nail in the coffin - Fi’s Brother Gav and 
Family live in Horwich a mile or so from IMUK T2 and virtually on the run course. Hadn’t visited them 
for a while either. I signed up on Boxing day. 
 

On 26 Dec 2011, at 15:43, IRONMAN UK wrote: 
 
Your entry into the IRONMAN UK 2012 has been confirmed. To view your confirmed entry form click here View 
details 
 
If you have any questions about the event please see the FAQ section on the 
website http://www.ironmanuk.com/ironman-uk/event-information/faq 
 
If your family or friends would like to get involved and become a volunteer, please ask them to visit the volunteer 
section on the website http://www.ironmanuk.com/ironman-uk/volunteer/why-be-a-volunteer 
 
Thank you,  
IRONMAN UK Team 

 



I read as much as I could about IM training, bought a couple of training guides, and settled on Don 
Fink’s ‘Be Iron Fit’ plan. This seemed sensible and simple, and was a 30 week programme which could 
be tailored to fit into the available time before IMUK on 22nd July. I set about the work with 
enthusiasm. Perhaps one of the best things about committing to an Ironman is the motivation for 
training. The training was great. I carried on with my routine swimming pretty much as is with the 
addition of a long pool swim in the 9 o’clock Sunday morning Alford lane session. Steve Walton often 
swam in the lane next me, and gave me heads up that the IMUK bike course was tough – he had 
abandoned the race: ‘too many junctions, couldn’t get my head down and get going, and that hill, on 
the final lap it’s like a mountain’. Hmmm. Along with the extra swimming I added an ever increasing 
bike and run volume as per Fink. For the first 10 weeks very slow volume – all aerobic. The HRM was 
the boss. The following 10 weeks the intensity built too. This was hard. I steadily felt more knackered 
and developed shoulder tendonitis and tennis elbow. Calf muscles always tight. I eased off a bit on 
the Fink build intensity but continued with the aerobic volume, and bought a foam roller, which is one 
of life’s better inventions. Tight calf muscles eased, and shoulder felt stronger. I probably doubled the 
volume I’d trained the year before peaking at 14 hours a week. The longest session I did was three 
weeks before the race - a six hour brick including three laps of the KT bike run followed by an hour 
and a half run. Along with the training I scheduled some races, which were all fun: 
 
Lumphanan  detox 10k 
D33 
Etape Caledonia 
Deeside Triathlon 
Knockburn Triathlon 
 
I’d been meaning to run Lumphanan for years, what a great atmosphere after Hogmanay. Wilbur was 
there and asked if I had any plans for the year. Felt a bit ridiculous talking about IMUK with so many 
fit athletes about. D33 was the first time I’d run through 26 miles, and my third ride of the Etape 
brought a PB in very trying conditions. Deeside I finished strongly, passing the riders who started in 
front of me, running steadily to my HRM, and passing the lead boat with four miles to go - the painful 
demons of Deeside 8 years before put properly to rest. Knockburn still wary of my sore shoulder I was 
three minutes slower in the water than the year before, but confidence boosted with a 10k PB run up 
the hill. Next stop IMUK.  
 
The final 10 weeks of training accelerated past in a flash, tapering for two weeks at the end feeling 
really easy, and we were off down to Horwich the Friday before the Sunday race. Packing the car with 
IM stuff and all the stuff for family holiday departing Manchester airport the day after the race took 
my mind off the enormity of the job in hand. Day before 
race day, Saturday, was fully scheduled. First IM 
registration then up to the finish line in Bolton to watch 
Sophie and Emma compete in Ironkids. The atmosphere 
was fantastic, the sun shone, and the kids and parents all 
had fun. Next leaving the girls with aunt and cousins, Fi 
and Gav came with me to check in my bike and T1 bag 
down at the swim venue Pennington Flash. IMUK has two 
transitions about 12 miles apart. The Pennington T1 had 
assigned times for different race numbers to check their 
bikes in but it was still mad, as seemingly 1500 triathletes 
converged. It was the first opportunity to check out the swim course, two laps with an exit across a 
timing mat between.  
 



 
The water was warm, course marked with big yellow 
buoys, and everything looked pretty straightforward. Bike 
kit hung on numbered pegs in blue bags, bike checked 
and racked. Next we drove up to T2, where the 
procedure was similar this time placing red run bags in 
numbered rows on the floor of a school gym. Then we 
drove a recce 
of the bike 

course 
before dropping Gavin off and saying bye to the girls – 
they were staying with their cousins while Fi and me had 
a room booked in the hotel at the Reebok Stadium by the 
race Expo.  
 
Final job of the day: Race Briefing. Scary bananas! Where 
were all of the fat triathletes? The room was filled with 
thousand yard stares and serious lean and mean looking 
dudes and dudettes ready to race. First item on the briefing agenda was to put your hand in the air if 
you were an Ironman Virgin. The atmosphere in the hall relaxed a bit when I and a thousand very 
serious looking dudes put their hands in the air. Usual race briefing, no drafting hammered home, 
penalties for such reiterated – ticket and 6 mins in T2 penalty area standing with no eating drinking or 
changing. Two tickets DQ. Have fun, race fair. A quick chat with Iain and Susan who arrived late and 
that was that. Fi went for dinner up at her brother’s and I ate pasta salad and got some sleep. That is 
until the alarm went off at 0300 of course.  
 

IRONMAN!!! A couple of croissants and a bottle of 
orange juice and then on the 0400 shuttle bus down to 
the start with my wetsuit and goggles and white T1 drop 
bag. Strangest atmosphere on that bus, competitors 
only and tense doesn’t describe it. The start zone was 
mad too, covers off bikes and the full enormity of the 
arc-lights illuminating £3+million or so of bikes racked in 
T1 hits you. Final sorting of kit. Stretching. Daybreak and 
wetsuit on. Found Fi and Gav who had ridden the 12 
miles down to the start. Wetsuit zip up, drop bag 
dropped. Goggles and hat on. Line up for the start. 
 

Into the water and a nice swim out 200 or so meters to the line. Swimming up at Knockburn had been 
really cold this summer and it was pleasant to be in warmer weed free water. Peace and quiet too 
after the hubbub on the ramp and a chat with those around me. A group of the war wounded Team 
Spirit guys and girls in red hats behind me put the situation into perspective. Glad to have all of my 
limbs I positioned myself near the left hand side of the anti-clockwise course perhaps about 20 meters 
back from the start line. It took a while for everyone to get in the water and then we were off about 
six minutes after 6am. Can’t really describe what it’s like swimming in a pack that big. Where I was I 
had no problem with the pace, and while it was tight at times the argy-bargy was no worse than the 
start at Knockburn. It was like that for half an hour though, and if I had wanted to swim faster I would 
have had to push through, and you definitely wouldn’t have wanted to stop or several hundred 
swimmers would swim over you. Sighting was also difficult. Everything around you is in motion, a bit 
like surfing a beach break and trying to work out where you are – the distant horizon is hard to see 



and everything around you moving. First turn came quickly and then end of lap one, out the water 
quick glance at the watch at 34 minutes while running, back in the water. Second lap is longer as you 
have to swim up to the start line. More space now though and swimming with three orca alpha 
wetsuits, blue arms distinctive in the mélé. Acute left calf cramp unusual for me in a swim, but 
nothing to do but swim. Second lap turn buoys passed along with a kayak trying to shield swimmers 
getting lapped, and then there is the exit again. Out the water in 01:14:10. There is about a 300m run 
up to T1 and I got my arms out of the suit on the way, got my blue bag no problem and emptied it 
out, wetsuit off and into the bag, helmet on, socks on, shoes on, sunnies on, suncream in back pocket, 
bag tied and a volunteer takes it away and I’m off for the bike then out on the road! T1 took 00:05:53. 
 
Wahey, wake up and smell the coffee! its just after 7am and I’m riding my bike in an Ironman! I’d 
been a bit worried in the week before the race that the bike would be really cold, and what to wear – 
gilet? arm warmers? As it was the forecast was for very hot and sunny and I was just in a trisuit. The 
initial ride out was pleasantly cool. A good number of bikes went past me at a pace way above what I 
wanted but I just focussed on my own ride, stretched my still cramped calf, had a drink, had a gel, and 
enjoyed the view.  
 
I was by now familiar with the course – pretty much a twenty mile ride onto a 30 mile circuit which 
you lap three times. The first twelve miles are relatively flat on good surface roads and they flew by 
and next thing I was past the first feed station and on the circuit. This starts with a 170m climb from 
Rivington reservoir, a climb which takes about 15 minutes and has a bit of a reputation. We are 
however fortunate that Aberdeenshire has some great climbs to train on, and the hill out of Rivington 
in IMUK is perhaps similar in effort and scale to the Suie Hill from Tullynessle. I’d geared the bike for 

this hill with a 12-28 block matched with  54-39 
chainrings, and this was about right for me to be able to 
spin up the steep bit in the 28. 40mph down the other 
side was fast and technical enough to get off the 
aerobars for a couple of the bends, then another steady 
gradient to climb into a headwind from Belmont before 
down again through Abbey village.   
 
Many of the roads were completely closed but this 
section was open to cars, although with virtually no 

traffic at that time in the morning. Not enough for one unfortunate rider though, as I came down into 
the village I was horrified to see a tri bike smashed under the front wheels of a car which had pulled 
out from a driveway on the left into the race. There was a group of people and another competitor 
stopped next to a rider lying on the pavement on the far side of the car, race clearly over and 
hopefully not too seriously injured or worse. As I passed a marshal 800m down the road he was 
already on his radio as the rider in front of me called out what had happened. It became more 
obvious as the day wore on and the traffic increased on the open sections but mental note at the 
time, these roads are still open to traffic. All of the junctions were however police marshalled and 
traffic was stopped as you rode through. Just as well as there are a lot of junctions compared with 
Aberdeenshire!  
 
Next up was the second feed station in Buckshaw village, and I got into the routine of drop bottle, 
take food, take bottle, fill bar bottle on the fly. With two feed stations on a 30 mile lap you are never 
more than 15 miles from supplies and thus carried only one bottle at a time. I drank to thirst and used 
two bottles of water and three power bars a lap, supplemented by six gels of my own I had on the 
bike (spectacular Torq Rhubarb and Custard gels). The second half of the circuit is flatter more 
undulating and mostly out in the countryside but running through lots of small villages. In each village 



the numbers of cheering spectators increased steadily as the day went on. The next two laps flew by 
cheered on by the crowds and my Girls at the start of the Rivington climb. Each time up the hill I was 
passing more riders, and I found twiddling my 28 tooth 
sprocket un-surprisingly much better than trying to grind 
the bigger gears many were struggling with. I was 
however at this stage mostly either riding at the same 
pace as the other competitors up and down the road, or 
passing obviously tired riders who had perhaps gone off 
too quickly. An Irishman caught me up at one point to tell 
me I would need cream for my sun-burnt shoulders which 
was a wake up – I had a small tube of sun cream with me 
but couldn’t reach the back of my shoulders exposed in a 
tri top. Next time I will put on a cycling top rather than tri top if the forecast is for hot and sunny, and 
won’t forget to put suncream on before the start.  
 
The wind picked up steadily through the day too and on the last lap I heard the freewheel of a rider 
drafting me. I was due a feed so just sat up and ate a bar while he went up the road and drafted the 
next guy along. He also sat up and draft man rode on. Five miles down the road he was off the bike 
next a motorbike marshal getting his ticket, and I didn’t see him again. 100 miles came and went, last 
feed station came and went and I put a souvenir race gatorade bottle on the bike, and that was that 
T2 after 6:54:54 on the bike. Felt pretty good, planned to ride at about 16mph average and finished 
112 miles and 2400m of climbing consistently at an average of 16.3, riding well within myself and 
ready to run. The transition itself was easy, race crew took the bike from me, I had a quick wee, got 
my bag, was handed a drink of coke while I changed shoes, and after a T2 of 00:4:47 was off down the 
run course. I might not have looked as good as I felt – to boost my morale the marshal who gave me 
the coke also gave me a cheery grin and pointed out there were still about 1000 bags sitting on the 
floor of the gym as I went through. 
 
The run starts downhill, and it was great to get the legs moving differently from 7 hours of spinning 
cranks.  The course consists of about 5 miles to join a circuit which is followed for four miles or so to 
the centre of Bolton, and then the six mile circuit completed a further three times. It starts downhill 
to Chorley road which I’d ridden along at half seven that morning. Even along the run in there were 
masses of cheering spectators. I remember three American girls with big signs ‘Triathletes are Sexy’ 
and ‘Run Like Her Boyfriend is Behind You’ standing out from the Peter Kay accents around them. At 
three miles there is a feed station then down the bike course in reverse to a canal which is followed 
for a couple of miles, before climbing a steep hill back onto the road to enter the lap circuit. First time 
there this was a bit confusing – was this the first lap? As it transpired this was still the run in with 
about four miles to go around the circuit to Bolton from where you then lapped  three times. There 
was a huge crowd at the junction and a great cheer went up every time someone joined the circuit.  
 
With six miles each lap and the runners in each direction separated by cones in the middle of the road 
for all but the city centre, you see everyone. It was good to be there in the early laps with the circus 
and cameras at the front of the race – even though I was actually 14 miles behind it! Each time you 
run up the lap you get a coloured band around your arm, gather three and you can finish. Not only do 
you see everyone you can quickly work out where everyone is in the race. It was also quite sociable 
after the solo bike to be chatting to other runners.  
 
As time went on the number of people on the circuit and lining it supporting went up. I ran each 3 
mile section, then walked 100m around the feed stations drinking two cups of water and a sucking 
down a gel and a handful of ritz crackers. On the second lap I tried two gels at the far end, but felt 



better with just one. Saw Susan then Iain joining the circuit in the opposite direction and then Fi Gav 
and Emma coming down to support at the finish as I entered the 
last lap and six miles to go. I had started the laps about half a lap 
ahead of a guy dressed as ScoobyDoo, but each lap he got closer 
and closer. Couldn’t believe on the last lap, overtaken by 
ScoobyDoo! However I had other things to think about as now in 
the final miles and with all three coloured bands I had the pass to 
the finish. The crowds in the final city centre circuit in Bolton 
were amazing, on to the red carpet and high fives passing Emma 
and Fi to cross the line at 13:33:50. 
 

What a great day. What an adventure. The competitors finish area is 
fenced off from the crowd with pizza and drinks and cakes on demand. I 
ate a couple of slices of pepperoni, took a ticket for the massage queue 
and while waiting collected my drop bag and blue T1 bag. Lying down for 
the massage was superb, and then got on some jeans and a warm top 
from my drop bag and armed with Medal and T-shirt was off with Fi Emma 
and Gav back to T2 to collect my bike and red bag. Gav sorted the bike 
then drove the short way to his house where he handed me a glass of 
Champaign … but by then I was just thinking of sleep. Later as we drove 
back to the hotel in the dark we passed the course still very much alive 
with competitors chasing the 17 hour cut-off, my thoughts with them. 
 
Next day we were up early to catch a flight on holiday. Fi went off to drop 
off our car at Gav’s and taxi back with the girls to the station for the train 

to Manchester Airport. I was pleased to have a wee bit of time by myself to walk the 400m to the 
station from the Stadium Hotel. A wee bit stiff but pleased also to be able to walk – I had had no idea 
what sort of condition I’d be in the day after. I passed the expo and the queue of Ironmen waiting to 
see if they picked up a place to race at Kona. I was happy to have had fun and finished in good shape. 
We went on holiday in the sun and learned to windsurf and I didn’t go running or biking for the first 
week in 30 weeks.  
 
Swam in the sea a lot though! And raced a 1.2Km openwater 
swim to un-inhabited Numan's  Island. Bit of a contrast from the 
swim the week before – small pack, easy to sight, and magic 
watching the seabed and fish come into view through clear 
warm Mediterranean water as I landed  first on beach. I had a 
good few minutes by myself watching the racing pack and 
support boats arrive, and it felt pretty good to be on Ironman! 


